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PrefaeThis book is based on my letures on quasiregular mappings in the eulidean n{spae Rn given at the University of Helsinki in 1986. It is assumed that the readeris familiar with basi real analysis or with some basi fats about quasionformalmappings (an exellent referene is pp. 1{50 in J. V�ais�al�a's book [V7℄), but otherwiseI have tried to make the text as self{ontained and easily aessible as possible. Forthe reader's onveniene and for the sake of easy referene I have inluded withoutproof most of those results from [V7℄ whih will be exploited here. I have also inludeda brief review of those properties of M�obius transformations in Rn whih will be usedthroughout.In order to make the text more useful for students I have inluded nearly ahundred exerises, whih are sattered throughout the book. They are of varyingdiÆulty, with hints for solution provided for some. For speialists in the �eld I haveinluded a list of open problems at the end of the book. The bibliography ontains,besides referenes, additional items whih are losely related to the subjet matter ofthis book.From its beginning twenty years ago the subjet of quasiregular mappings in n{spae has developed into an extensive mathematial theory having onnetions withPDE theory, alulus of variations, non{linear potential theory, and espeially geo-metri funtion theory and quasionformal mapping theory. Exellent ontributionsto this subjet have been made, in partiular, by the following �ve mathematiians:F. W. Gehring, O. Martio, Yu. G. Reshetnyak, S. Rikman, and J. V�ais�al�a.The subjet matter of this book relies heavily on their work. I am indebted to themnot only for their sienti� ontributions but also for the help and advie they havegiven me during the various stages of my work. It was O. Martio who suggested Istart writing this book. The writing was made possible by a researh fellowship of theAademy of Finland, whih I held in 1979{85. A draft for the text was �nished in the



vifall of 1982 during my stay at the Mittag{Le�er Institute in Sweden.The following mathematiians have provided their generous help by heking var-ious versions of the manusript, pointing out errors, and ontributing orretions:J. Heinonen, G. D. Anderson, and M. K. Vamanamurthy. Useful remarks were alsomade by J. Ferrand and P. J�arvi. At the �nal stage I have had the good fortune towork with J. Kankaanp�a�a, who prepared the �nal version of the text using the TEXsystem of D. E. Knuth and improved the text in various ways. The previewer pro-gram for TEX written by A. Hohti was very helpful in the ourse of this projet. Thework of Kankaanp�a�a was supported by a grant of the Aademy of Finland. Hohti andO. Kanerva have provided their generous assistane in the use of the TEX system.HelsinkiOtober 1987Matti Vuorinen
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IntrodutionQuasionformal and quasiregular mappings in Rn are natural generalizations ofonformal and analyti funtions of one omplex variable, respetively. In the two{dimensional ase these mappings were introdued by H. Gr�otzsh [GR�O℄ in 1928 andthe higher{dimensional ase was �rst studied by M. A. Lavrent'ev [LAV℄ in 1938.Far{reahing results were obtained also by O. Teihm�uller [TE℄ and L. V. Ahlfors[A1℄. The systemati study of quasionformal mappings in Rn was begun by F. W.Gehring [G1℄ and J. V�ais�al�a [V1℄ in 1961, and the study of quasiregular mappings byYu. G. Reshetnyak in 1966 [R1℄. In a highly signi�ant series of papers published in1966{69 Reshetnyak proved the fundamental properties of quasiregular mappings byexploiting tools from di�erential geometry, non{linear PDE theory, and the theory ofSobolev spaes.In 1969{72 O. Martio, S. Rikman and J. V�ais�al�a ([MRV1℄{[MRV3℄, [V8℄) gavea seond approah to the theory of quasiregular mappings whih was based on someresults of Reshetnyak, most notably on the fat that a non{onstant quasiregularmapping is disrete and open. On the other hand, their approah made use of toolsfrom the theory of quasionformal mappings, suh as urve families and moduli ofurve families. The extremal length and modulus of a urve family were introduedby L. V. Ahlfors and A. Beurling in their elebrated paper [AB℄ on onformal invariantsin 1950.A third approah was suggested by B. Bojarski and T. Iwanie [BI2℄ in 1983.Their methods are real analyti in nature and largely independent of Reshetnyak'swork.In this book a fourth approah is suggested, whih is a rami�ation of the urvefamily method in [MRV1℄{[MRV3℄ and in whih onformal invariants play a entralrole. Eah of the above three approahes yields a theory overing the whole spetrum ofresults of the theory of quasiregular mappings. So far the fourth approah of this book,introdued by the author in [VU10℄{[VU13℄ has been applied mainly to distortiontheory. This work has been ontinued in [AVV1℄, [AVV2℄, [FV℄, [LEVU℄, where some



viiiquantitative distortion theorems were disovered. These papers also inlude resultswhih are sharp as the maximal dilatation K approahes 1 . Perhaps surprisinglyit also turned out in [AVV1℄ that to a onsiderable degree a distortion theory an bedeveloped independently of the dimension n .In short, this fourth approah onsists of the following. In a domain G in Rnone studies two onformal invariants �G(x; y) and �G(x; y) assoiated with a pair ofpoints x and y in G . These invariants were apparently �rst introdued by J. Ferrand[LF2℄ in 1973 and I. S. G�al [G�AL℄ in 1960, respetively. The systemati appliationof these invariants was begun by the author in a reent series of papers [VU10℄{[VU13℄. By their de�nitions, �G(x; y) and �G(x; y) are solutions of ertain extremalproblems assoiated with the moduli of some urve families. To derive distortiontheorems exploiting �G and �G we require two things:(a) the quasiinvariane of moduli of urve families under quasionformal andquasiregular mappings ([MRV1℄{[MRV3℄),(b) quantitative estimates for �G and �G in terms of \geometri quantities".For a general domain G in Rn these invariants have no expliit expression. Inthe partiular ase G = Bn suh an expression is known for both �G and �G , andfor G = Rn n f0g good two{sided estimates for the invariant �G will be obtained.We then generalize these results for a wider lass of domains. In the two{dimensionalase we an obtain the exat value of �R2nf0g(x; y) if we use the solution of a lassialextremal problem of geometri funtion theory, the modulus problem of O. Teihm�uller[KU, Ch. V℄.This book is divided into four hapters. Chapter I deals with geometri prelim-inaries, inluding a disussion of M�obius transformations. In Chapter II we studyertain onformal invariants and apply these results in Chapter III to obtain distor-tion theorems, the main theme of this book. The �nal part, Chapter IV, is a briefdisussion of some boundary properties of quasionformal mappings.
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A survey of quasiregular mappingsThe goal of this survey is to give the reader a brief overview of the theory ofquasionformal (q) and quasiregular (qr) mappings and of some related topis. Weshall also try to indiate the many ways in whih the lassial funtion theory of oneomplex variable (CFT) is related to quasiregular mapping theory (QRT) in Rn aswell as to point out some di�erenes between CFT and QRT. This survey deals hieywith results not disussed elsewhere in the book.For a general orientation the reader is urged to read some of the existing exellentsurveys [A4℄, [L1℄, [L2℄, [BAM℄, [G4℄, [G8℄{[G10℄, [I℄, and [V10℄, of whih the �rst threedeal with the two{dimensional ase and the others the multidimensional ase. Severalopen problems are listed in the surveys of A. Baernstein and J. Manfredi [BAM℄, F. W.Gehring [G9℄, and J. V�ais�al�a [V10℄.1. Foundations. In his pioneering papers [R1℄{[R10℄, in whih were laid thefoundations of QRT, Yu. G. Reshetnyak suessfully ombined the powerful analytimahinery of PDE's in the sense of Sobolev with some geometri ideas from CFT.Reshetnyak showed that the basi properties of qr mappings an be derived from theproperties of the funtion uf (x) = log jf(x)j , where f is qr. He proved that ufsatis�es a non{linear ellipti PDE whih for n = 2 is linear and oinides with theLaplae equation. It follows from the work of J. Moser [MOS℄, F. John { L. Nirenberg,and J. Serrin [SE℄ that the solutions of this equation satisfy the Harnak inequality inf z : uf (z) > 0 g . Note that if f is analyti, then log jf(z)j has a similar role in CFT.Obviously only a part of CFT an be arried over to QRT: for instane power seriesexpansions and the Riemann mapping theorem have no n{dimensional ounterpart.2. Quasionformal balls. By Riemann's mapping theorem a simply{on-neted plane domain with more than one boundary point an be mapped onformallyonto the unit disk B2 . Liouville's theorem says that the only onformal mappings inRn , n � 3 , are the M�obius transformations. Thus Riemann's mapping theorem has



xno ounterpart in Rn when n � 3 : sine M�obius transformations preserve spheres,the unit ball Bn in Rn an be mapped onformally only onto another ball or a half{spae. A quasionformal ounterpart of the Riemann mapping theorem is also false:for n � 3 there are Jordan domains in Rn homeomorphi to Bn whih annot bemapped quasionformally onto Bn although their omplements an be so mapped.Also, the unit ball Bn , n � 3 , an be mapped quasionformally onto a domain withnon{aessible boundary points, as shown by Gehring and V�ais�al�a in [GV1℄. This fatshows that for eah n � 3 the quasionformal mappings in Rn onstitute a lass ofmappings substantially larger than the lass of M�obius transformations.3. Topologial properties. A basi fat from CFT is that a non{onstantanalyti funtion is disrete (i.e. point{inverses f�1(y) are disrete sets if f analyti)and open (i.e. fA is open whenever f is analyti and A is open). By Reshetnyak'sfundamental work a similar result holds in QRT. Next let Bf denote the set of allpoints where f fails to be a loal homeomorphism. In CFT it is a basi fat that Bfis a disrete set if f is non{onstant and analyti. A topologial di�erene betweenthe ases n = 2 and n � 3 is that Bf is never disrete if f is qr in Rn , n � 3 , andBf 6= ; . By a result of A. V. Chernavski�� dimBf = dim fBf � n� 2 if f : G! Rn(G a domain in Rn ) is disrete and open ([CHE1℄, [CHE2℄, [V5℄). Also the metriproperties are di�erent: if n = 2 and f is analyti, then apBf = 0 , while if n � 3and f is qr in Rn , then either Bf = ; or apBf > 0 (for the de�nition of theapaity see Setion 7; see also [R10℄, [MR2℄, [S2℄).By a result of S. Stoilow a qr mapping f of B2 onto a domain D an be rep-resented as f = g Æ h , where h is a q mapping of B2 onto itself and g is ananalyti funtion ([LV2℄). Thus the powerful two{dimensional arsenal of CFT is ap-pliable to the \analyti part" of f , greatly failitating the study of two{dimensionalqr mappings. No suh result is known for the multidimensional ase.Another result whih is known only for the dimension n = 2 is the powerful exis-tene theorem for plane quasionformal mappings (f. [LV2℄). In the multidimensionalase there is no general existene theorem and all examples of q and qr mappingsknown to the author are based on diret onstrutions. In the q ase several ex-amples are given in [GV1℄. In the qr ase a basi mapping is the winding mapping,given in the ylindrial oordinates (r; '; z) by (r; '; z) 7! (r; k'; z) , k a positiveinteger [MRV1℄. An important example of a qr mapping is the so alled Zorih map-ping ([ZO1℄, [MSR1℄) and its various generalizations due to Rikman (f. e.g. [RI11℄).



xiAdditional examples are given in [R12, pp. 27{32℄, [MSR2℄, and [MSR3℄. One an alsoonstrut new q (qr) mappings by omposing q (qr) mappings.4. Quasionformality versus Lipshitz and H�older maps. A homeomor-phism f : G! fG , G � Rn , is said to be K {q if(�) M(�)=K � M(f�) � KM(�)for all urve families � in G where M(�) is the modulus of � (see Setion 5 be-low). This de�nition is somewhat impliit beause the onept of modulus is ratherompliated. To larify the geometri onsequenes of (�) let us point out thatH(x; f) = lim supr!0 n jf(x)� f(z)jjf(x)� f(y)j : jz � xj = r = jy � xjo � d(n;K)for all x 2 G , where d(n;K) < 1 depends only on n and K . A well{knownproperty of onformal mappings an be expressed by stating that H(x; f) = 1 forK = 1 (while, unfortunately, d(n;K) 6! 1 as K ! 1 for n � 3 , f. p. 193).A homeomorphism f : G! fG satisfyingjx� yj=L � jf(x)� f(y)j � Ljx� yjfor all x; y 2 G , is alled L{bilipshitz. It is easy to show that L{bilipshitz mapsare L2(n�1){q. But the onverse is false. The standard ounterexample is the qradial strething x 7! jxj��1x , x 2 Bn , � 2 (0; 1) , whih is not bilipshitz. All qmappings are, however, loally H�older ontinuous; e.g., if f : Bn ! Bn is K {q, thenfor jxj; jyj � 12 jf(x)� f(y)j � A(n;K) jx� yj� ; � = K1=(1�n) ;where A(n;K) depends only on n and K . For details see Setion 11 below.Let B , QC , and H denote the lasses of all bilipshitz, q, and loally H�olderontinuous mappings. By what was said above the inlusions B � QC � H hold,where the �rst inlusion is strit. Simple examples an be onstruted to show thatalso the seond inlusion is strit.Many fundamental features of q mappings are related to the stritness of theinlusion B � QC . For instane, one an onstrut q mappings suh that the imageof a segment is not even loally reti�able and suh that the Hausdor� dimension ofa set is di�erent from the Hausdor� dimension of its image ([GV2℄).The H�older ontinuity of q mappings on the boundary of the domain of de�nitionhas been thoroughly investigated by R. N�akki and B. Palka in a series of papers (seee.g. [NP℄).



xii5. Lp{integrability. A K {q mapping has the property that its partial deriva-tives are loally Ln{integrable. Moreover, these partial derivatives are even loallyLp{integrable for some p = p(n;K) > n . This was proved by B. Bojarski for n = 2and generalized to the multidimensional ase by F. W. Gehring [G5℄. The methodof proof in [G5℄, whih makes use of so{alled reverse H�older inequalities, has foundseveral appliations to the alulus of variations and to PDE theory ([GIA℄, [STR1℄,[STR2℄). Some estimates dealing with the ase K ! 1 were given by Yu. G. Reshet-nyak in [R13℄ (see also [GUR℄). In onnetion with qr mappings the integrability hasalso been disussed by B. Bojarski and T. Iwanie [BI2℄ and O. Martio [M2℄.6. Stability theory. The stability theory of K {q and K {qr mappings inRn in the sense of this book deals with the quantitative desription of the behavior ofthese mappings when K ! 1 . Roughly speaking, the expetation is that the mappingshould beome more or less like a onformal mapping under this passage to the limit.By Liouville's lassial theorem the two ases n � 3 and n � 2 are substantiallydi�erent, and we shall therefore onsider them separately.Case A. n � 3 . Liouville's lassial theorem, whih was mentioned above in on-netion with quasionformal balls, requires that the mappings be suÆiently smooth( C3 is enough). By deep results of F. W. Gehring [G2℄ and Yu. G. Reshetnyak ([R3℄,R13℄) the di�erentiability assumption an be replaed by the requirement that themapping be 1{q or even 1{qr. Reently a di�erent proof was given by B. Bojarskiand T. Iwanie [BI1℄. Next, as shown by Reshetnyak ([R3℄, [R11℄, [R13℄), one anshow that as K ! 1 any K {qr mapping must approah a M�obius transformation.For the exat statement of these results the reader is referred to [R13℄. The methodsof [R13℄ involve normal family arguments. Unfortunately the \speed" with whih theonvergene to M�obius transformations takes plae as K ! 1 is usually only qualita-tively de�ned and no quantitative estimate for the \speed" in terms of K and n areknown. Additional results have been proved by A. P. Kopylov [KO℄, J. Sarvas [S3℄,V. I. Semenov [SEM1℄, D. A. Trotsenko [TR℄, and others.Case B. n � 2 . The pauity of suh distortion theorems for K {q or K {qrmappings in Rn , whih are asymptotially sharp as K ! 1 and provide quantitativedistortion estimates, may be startling when ompared to the rih qualitative theorydesribed above in Case A. This state of a�airs is due partly to the fat that toprove suh results one needs to �nd sharp estimates for ertain little{known speialfuntions. Several results with expliit bounds dealing with the ase K ! 1 have



xiiibeen proved by V. I. Semenov in several papers (e.g. [SEM1℄, [SEM2℄). Some otherdistortion theorems of this kind together with assoiated estimates of speial funtionswere developed in [VU10℄, [VU11℄, [AVV1℄{[AVV3℄, [FV℄.A survey inluding some two{dimensional results of this kind is given in [HEL℄.See also the important paper [AG℄ of S. Agard.7. Dirihlet integral minimizing property. Let G be a domain in R2 andv: G! R harmoni. For a domain D � G with D � G letFv(D) = fu: G! R : uj�D = vj�D ; u 2 C2(G) g :A well{known extremal property of the lass of harmoni funtions, the Dirihletpriniple, states that they minimize the Dirihlet integral [T, pp. 9{14℄. In the abovenotation this means thatZD jrvj2dm = infu2Fv(D) ZD jruj2dm :Analogous Dirihlet integral minimizing properties hold as well for the solutions of thenon{linear ellipti PDE's whih arise in onnetion with qr mappings. This importantfat was proved by Yu. G. Reshetnyak [R5℄. In [MIK3℄ V. M. Miklyukov ontinuedthis researh and studied subsolutions of these PDE's.In a series of papers S. Granlund, P. Lindqvist, and O. Martio have onsiderablyextended these results ([GLM1℄{[GLM3℄, [LI1℄, [LIM℄, [M6℄). They have also founda uni�ed approah to some funtion{theoreti parts of QRT inluding, in partiular,the harmoni measure. See also [HMA℄. Further results were obtained by J. Heinonenand T. Kilpel�ainen.8. Value distribution theory. In 1967 V. A. Zorih [ZO1℄ asked whetherPiard's theorem holds for spatial qr mappings and whether the value distributiontheory of Nevanlinna [NE℄ has a ounterpart in this ontext. These questions havebeen answered by S. Rikman in a series of papers [RI3℄{[RI11℄, the main results beingreviewed in [RI6℄ and [RI9℄. Additional results appear in [MATR℄ as well as in [PE1℄.An analogue of Piard's theorem was published in [RI4℄. One of the methods usedin [RI4℄ is a two{onstants theorem for qr mappings (analogous to the two{onstantstheorem of CFT [NE℄), whih Rikman derives from an estimate for the solutions ofertain non{linear ellipti PDE's due to V. G. Maz'ya [MAZ1℄. An alternative proofwhih only makes use of urve family methods is given in [RI9℄.



xiv9. Speial lasses of domains. The standard domain, in whih most of theCFT is developed, is the unit disk. During the past ten years an inreasing numberof papers have been published in whih funtion{theory on a more general domainarises in a natural way. In the early 1960's two highly signi�ant studies of thiskind appeared in quite di�erent ontexts authored by L. V. Ahlfors and F. John,respetively. Ahlfors studied domains bounded by quasiirles, i. e. images of theusual irle under a q mapping of R2 , and found remarkable properties of thesedomains. In a paper related to elastiity properties of materials John introdued alass of domains, nowadays known as John domains.The importane of John domains was pointed out by Yu. G. Reshetnyak [R11℄in onnetion with injetivity studies of qr mappings. This diretion of researh wasthen ontinued by O. Martio and J. Sarvas [MS2℄, who also introdued the importantlass of uniform domains. Uniform domains have found appliations in the studyof extension operators of funtion spaes, e. g. in P. Jones' work ([J1℄, [J2℄) as wellas elsewhere ([GO℄, [GM1℄, [TR℄, [V12℄). Other related lasses of domains are QEDdomains [GM1℄ and '{uniform domains ([VU10℄, [HVU℄). The interrelation betweensome of these lasses of domains has been studied by F. W. Gehring in [G8℄ and [G10℄,where also several haraterizations of quasidisks are given.Important results dealing with funtion spaes and their extension to a largerdomain have been proved by S. K. Vodop'yanov, V. M. Gol'dstein, and Yu. G. Reshet-nyak in [VGR℄, where additional referenes an be found.10. Conluding remarks. The above remarks over only a part of the existingQRT, and a wider overview an be obtained from the surveys of A. Baernstein and J.Manfredi [BAM℄ and F. W. Gehring [G9℄. We shall onlude this survey by mentioningsome diretions of ative researh lose to QRT.Reently q and qr mappings have appeared in stohasti analysis in B. �ksendal'swork [�K1℄ and in the theory of manifolds (M. Gromov [GROM℄). P. Pansu [PA℄has studied quasionformality in onnetion with Heisenberg groups, in whih he hasexploited among other methods the onformal invariant �G of J. Ferrand [LF2℄. Qmappings also arise in a natural way in the study of BMO funtions (H. M. Reimann{T. Ryhener [REIR℄, K. Astala{F. W. Gehring [ASTG℄, M. Zinsmeister [ZI℄).In a series of papers V. M. Miklyukov [MIK4℄ has shown how the extremal lengthmethod an be used to study minimal surfaes. Extremely important are the partlytopologial results onneting geometri topology and quasionformality, whih were



xvproved by D. Sullivan, P. Tukia, J. V�ais�al�a, J. Luukkainen, and others. Disrete groupsand quasionformality have been studied in an important series of papers by P. Tukia([TU1℄, [TU2℄) and B. N. Apanasov, O. Martio and U. Srebro ([MSR1℄{[MSR3℄),F. W. Gehring and G. Martin [GMA℄. Let us point out that we have on�ned ourselveshere (and also elsewhere in this book) to the ase of n{spae, n � 2 . For n = 2 thereader may onsult the exellent surveys of O. Lehto [L1℄ and [L2℄ as well as his newbook [L3℄. The standard referenes for n = 2 are the books by L. V. Ahlfors [A2℄, H.P. K�unzi [K�U℄, and O. Lehto and K. I. Virtanen [LV2℄.The variety of these results indiates the many ways in whih q and qr mappingsarise in mathematis. Many fasinating onnetions between QRT and other parts ofmathematis remain yet to be disovered.



xvi
Notation and terminologyThe standard unit vetors in the eulidean spae Rn , n � 2 , are denoted bye1; : : : ; en . A point x in Rn an be represented as a vetor (x1; : : : ; xn) or as asum of vetors x = x1e1 + : : :+ xnen . For x; y 2 Rn the inner produt is de�nedby x � y = Pni=1 xiyi . The length (norm) of x 2 Rn is jxj = (x � x)1=2 . The ballentered at x 2 Rn with radius r > 0 is Bn(x; r) = f y 2 Rn : jx� yj < r g and thesphere with the same enter and radius is Sn�1(x; r) = f y 2 Rn : jx� yj = r g . Weemploy the abbreviationsBn(r) = Bn(0; r) ; Bn = Bn(1) ;Sn�1(r) = Sn�1(0; r) ; Sn�1 = Sn�1(1) :The n{dimensional volume of Bn is denoted by 
n and the (n�1){dimensionalsurfae area of Sn�1 by !n�1 . For x; y 2 Rn let [x; y℄ = f (1� t)x+ ty : 0 � t � 1 gand for x 2 Rn n f0g let [x;1℄ = f sx : s � 1 g [ f1g . The M�obius spae Rn =Rn [ f1g is the one{point ompati�ation of Rn . The M�obius spae, equippedwith the spherial hordal distane q , is a metri spae. In addition to (Rn; j j)and (Rn; q) we shall require some other metri spaes suh as the hyperboli spaes(Bn; �Bn) and (Hn; �Hn) as well as (G; kG) where G � Rn is a domain and kGis the quasihyperboli metri on G .For a metri spae (X; d) let BX(y; r) = fx 2 X : d(x; y) < r g . If A;B � Xare non{empty let d(A;B) = inff d(x; y) : x 2 A; y 2 B g and d(A) = supf d(x; y) :x; y 2 A g . For x 2 X set d(x;A) = d(fxg; A) .The set of natural numbers 0; 1; 2; : : : is denoted by N and the set of all integersby Z . The set of omplex numbers is denoted by C . We often identify C = R2 .For a set A in Rn or Rn the topologial operations A (losure), �A (bound-ary), Rn n A (omplement) are always taken with respet to Rn . Thus the domainRn n f0g has two boundary points, 0 and 1 , and the half{spae Hn = fx 2 Rn :xn > 0 g has 1 as a boundary point. A domain is an open onneted non{emptyset. A neighborhood of a point is a domain ontaining it. The notation f : D ! D0usually inludes the assumption that D and D0 are domains in Rn .



xviiLet G be an open set in Rn . A mapping f : G! Rm is di�erentiable at x 2 Gif there exists a linear mapping f 0(x): Rn ! Rm , alled the derivative of f at x ,suh that f(x+ h) = f(x) + f 0(x)h+ jhj�(x; h)where �(x; h) ! 0 as h ! 0 . The Jaobian determinant of f at x is denoted byJf (x) . Assume next that n = m and that all the partial derivatives exist at x 2 G(thus f need not be di�erentiable at x ). In this ase one de�nes the formal derivativeof f = (f1; : : : ; fn) at x as the linear map de�ned byf 0(x)ei = rfi(x) = � �fi�x1 (x); : : : ; �fi�xn (x)� ; i = 1; : : : ; n :For an open set D � Rn and for k 2 N , Ck(D) denotes the set of all thoseontinuous real{valued funtions of D whose partial derivatives of order p � k existand are ontinuous.The n{dimensional volume of the unit ball mn(Bn) is denoted by 
n and the(n� 1){dimensional surfae area of Sn�1 by !n�1 . Then !n�1 = n
n and
n = �n=2�(1 + 12n)for all n = 2; 3; : : : where � stands for Euler's gamma funtion. For k = 1; 2; : : : wehave by the well{known properties of the gamma funtion [AS, 6.1℄!2k�1 = 2�k(k � 1)! ; !2k = 2k+1�k1 � 3 � � � (2k � 1) :Algorithms suitable for numerial omputation of �(s) are given in [AS, Ch. 6℄ andin [PFTV, Ch. 6℄.We next give a list of the additional notation used.Hn = Rn+ the Poinar�e half{spae 1P (a; t) an (n� 1){dimensional hyperplane 2GM the group of M�obius transformations 3O(n) the group of orthogonal mappings 3M the group of sense{preserving M�obius transformations 3xee; fee a generi point of fx 2 Rn+1 : xn+1 = 0 g 4�(x); �2(x) the stereographi projetion 4, 6



xviiiq(x; y) the spherial (hordal) distane between x and y 4, 5ex the antipodal (diametrially opposite) point 5Q(x; r) the spherial ball 7j a; b; ; d j the absolute (ross) ratio 9a� the image of a point a under an inversion in Sn�1 10Ta a hyperboli isometry with Ta(a) = 0 11Lip(f) the Lipshitz onstant of f 11tx a spherial isometry with tx(x) = 0 14�(x; y) the hyperboli distane between x and y 20, 23J [x; y℄ the geodesi segment joining x and y in Rn+ 21D(x;M) the hyperboli ball with enter x and radius M 22, 24jD(x; y) a point{pair funtion (metri) 28kD(x; y) the quasihyperboli distane between x and y 33DG(x;M) the quasihyperboli ball with enter x and radius M 35sG(x; y) a point{pair funtion 39pX(A; t) the number of balls in a overing of the set A 46jj the lous of a path 49`() the length of a urve  49Mp(�); M(�) the (p{)modulus of a urve family � 49�(E;F ;G) the family of all losed non{onstant urves joining E andF in G 51�(E;F ) 52n the onstant in the spherial ap inequality 59RG;n(s) the Gr�otzsh ring 65RT;n(s) the Teihm�uller ring 65n(s) = (s) the apaity of RG;n(s) 66�n(s) = �(s) the apaity of RT;n(s) 66�(r) a funtion related to the omplete ellipti integrals 67'K;n(r) a speial funtion related to the Shwarz lemma 68, 97(E) a set funtion related to the modulus 74



xixp-apE; apE the (p{)apaity of a ondenser 82��(F ) the �{dimensional Hausdor� measure of F 86�n(s) the modulus of the Gr�otzsh ring 88	n(s) the modulus of the Teihm�uller ring 88�n the Gr�otzsh ring onstant 88rG(x; y) a point{pair funtion 102�G(x; y) a onformal invariant (introdued by J. Ferrand) 103,118�G(x; y) the modulus (onformal) metri 103p(x) a funtion related to an extremal problem 106mG(x; y) a point{pair invariant 116�(y; f;D); �(f;D) the topologial degree 121, 123Bf the branh set of a mapping f 122dimE the topologial dimension of a set E 123J(G) the olletion of all relatively ompat subdomains of adomain G 123i(x; f) the loal (topologial) index of f at x 123U(x; f; r) a normal neighborhood of x 124N(f;A) the maximal multipliity of f in A 125K(f); KO(f); KI(f) the maximal, outer, and inner dilatations of f 128H(x; f) the linear dilatation of a mapping f at x 134�(K) a speial funtion related to the linear dilatation 136C(f; b) the luster set of a mapping f at b 174ap dens(E; 0) the lower apaity density of E at 0 178ap dens(E; 0) the upper apaity density of E at 0 178rad dens(E; 0) the lower radial density of E at 0 178rad dens(E; 0) the upper radial density of E at 0 178Dir(u) the Dirihlet integral of u 187


